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The value versus growth debate is now largely moot: Investors want to buy stocks that offer good value
and grow.
While there are different approaches within each style, value is associated with buying cheap stocks and
growth with fast-growing businesses. While some approaches focus on the extremes, the reality is that many
investors are situated somewhere along this continuum. There are times when growth stocks are undervalued
and times when numerous value stocks offer strong growth opportunities. We believe that irrespective of
the label, companies that are good stewards of capital will expand over time, which can make them good
long-term investments.

Ross Cartwright
Director, Investment Solutions Group

Following an extended period of growth dominance, the investment landscape is changing, and we think
investors may want to reset their expectations for each style and what they can provide.

Growth investing
The growth investor is looking for companies that can grow their earnings at a high rate or companies that have
no earnings but compelling reasons to believe that it could generate a lot of earnings in the future. Fast-growing
companies generally have not paid large dividends as they need the cash to fund their growth.
Growth stocks are often thought of as expensive, since they generally have traded at high price-to-earnings
multiples as investors were willing to pay up for their growth. In our view, potential success relies on the company
growing earnings and the market, at a minimum, supporting the stock’s premium valuation. Regardless of the
fundamentals, growth stocks gains have often been fuelled by speculation, momentum, and excess liquidity.
Misjudging the growth rate of high-multiple or long duration growth stocks can be extremely painful because
sentiment can turn quickly, as we have seen over the past few months.

Value investing
Traditional value managers try to identify companies that are discounting their growth prospects or whose
earnings may be depressed for an idiosyncratic reason, an example being their stock trading at $50 when an
investor believes it will be worth $100 if the company executes its plan. The value investor believes that the
company’s earnings will recover and that when the market recognizes this its multiple will expand along with
earnings. Value companies normally grow slower than their growth brethren and dividends typically play a
greater role in the value investor’s return as value companies are typically more mature and return excess cash
flows to their investors.
Value managers generally enjoy the advantage of a valuation cushion: For instance, if sentiment turns
negative, the stock’s multiple may fall, but because it is usually already low relative to the market — or the
company’s history — the fall may not be as severe as with a growth company. However, value managers may
find themselves in a “value trap” wherein the market never recognizes the earnings recovery or the value of
the company’s assets, or the firm’s earnings potential continue to decline so the stock gets even cheaper as the
multiple compresses further.
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What drives returns?
The return on any stock is generally made up of three components: earnings growth, dividends, and the change in
P/E multiples. In the long run, it is the earnings growth and dividend that drive returns. The multiple, the price an
investor is prepared to pay for these cash flows, is a function of short-term sentiment. As the table below shows, a
stylized view of how the different approaches target different drivers of stock return.
Value

Growth

Earnings growth

Lower earnings growth profile

Highly dependent on continued high
earnings growth

Dividend

Larger contribution to the total return

Low or none, capital used to reinvest
for growth

Change in Multiple

Required to realize the value inherent
in the business

Not reliant on, but can provide significant
tail- or headwinds

We believe trying to time value exposure is extremely difficult. As a value investor you do not know how long it
will take or when other investors will uncover the opportunity. An active manager who has assessed the risks
may be confident that the market will reward its recovery. However, the timing is uncertain. To reap the potential
benefits of the value process, you need the patience and independence to let the manager’s thesis plays out.
Growth investors are subject to sentiment or momentum as the expectation of future growth feeds on itself and
investors willingly pay higher and higher multiples for it. As with a value investor, a growth investor does not know
how long sentiment will support the process or when it will suddenly reverse, as it often does.

Growth - Value return difference (%)

Exhibit 1: Performance of Growth vs. Value
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Source: FactSet Portfolio Analysis. Daily data as of 31 December 1997 to 31 March 2022 for MSCI AC World Growth Index
minus MSCI AC World Value Index.

We believe a well-constructed, multi-manager equity portfolio consists of a mix of underlying strategies that can
provide returns at different times in the cycle but independently strives to outperform its benchmark over the
full market cycle, thereby potentially maximizing the portfolio’s information ratio. Having a strategic exposure to
the different drivers of return that are offered by value and growth potentially strengthens a portfolio. We think
unpredictability of sentiment, and the speed at which it can turn, further supports the argument for maintaining a
strategic exposure to both the growth and value styles of investing.
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Will higher rates and inflation help value managers?
Unsurprisingly, value stocks have been somewhat correlated with higher inflation. Inflation has usually been a
result of rising prices for inputs such as energy, raw materials, food and labor. Traditional value stocks dominate
cyclical sectors such as commodities, energy, industrials and financials, so when demand is strong and prices for
raw materials or fuel are going up, companies that produce these commodities tend to be more profitable and see
their stocks re-rate on higher future earnings expectations. The driver of their performance is also driving inflation.
Inflation reduces purchasing power, potentially pulling forward capex as companies prefer investing now, when
they know the price, to investing in the future, when the price is uncertain. This has tended to support more capitalintensive value-type names.
Reduced purchasing power impacts companies whose expected cash flows are further off in the future more than
those with near term earnings, hence growth that relies on future earnings has typically been a weaker performer
than value when inflation is higher.

Impact of interest rates on valuation
Historically, there has been a link between inflation and interest rates. Higher inflation has typically been followed
by higher rates as central banks raised rates with the intention of slowing down demand to reduce upward
pressure on prices. Increasing interest rates has a direct impact on valuation, as does slowing demand.
If a company is worth the sum of its future cash flows (earnings plus dividends), then increasing the interest rate
(the discount rate in a discounted cash flow analysis) reduces the value of those cash flows, and the further into
the future the cash flows are, the greater the potential negative impact on valuation. Both growth and value stock
valuations are impacted by higher rates. However, the impact on growth stocks is larger because the cash flows
driving the valuation typically come much later than for value stocks.
Government bond rates are not the only input into a discounted cash flow model. A discount rate used on any
stock valuation needs to account for risks associated with the company beyond the risk-free rate. High or low
interest rates will not help if you get the cash flows wrong. In a rising rate environment, value stocks could have a
tailwind relative to growth stocks, but it is the anticipated impact of rising rates on the outlook and expectations of
future cash flows that can have the greatest impact on valuation.
Higher rates have traditionally been beneficial for another value sector: banks. Rising interest rates should help
banks increase margins earned on the spread between the rate at which they borrow and what they charge
customers. However, the earnings power of banks has been restrained by regulation and a flat yield curve, so
today’s rising rates may not be as helpful as they have been in the past. Added to this, rising rates are intended
to slow the economy, thereby reducing lending and economic activity, which is negative for banks, who rely on
credit growth to increase earnings. While higher rates are supportive for banks in general, the current climate may
warrant selectiveness across the sector in terms of their exposure to both how they fund their loan book and the
underlying economic exposure of the book.
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Is now the time for value?
Value-style companies are often cheap relative to the market because of the risks associated with their
cyclicality and business models. Many of these businesses generally expect their earnings growth and valuation
re-rating to come from a change in a commodity price, an interest rate or a factor outside of their control. These
businesses have done well as the world has reopened after COVID lockdowns, and more recently, on commodity
supply constraints due to the Ukraine conflict. Much of this is now priced into value stocks. However, we feel there
are some pockets where constrained supply will continue to support higher prices without significant falls in
demand, albeit not for all commodities. Longer term, the supply function will adjust as any excess profits draws in
more capital.
In our view, a value approach that favors businesses under-priced for idiosyncratic reasons may be better for
managing an economic slowdown, and potentially providing a dividend and valuation support to a portfolio,
than an approach relying on cyclical sectors that are perennially "cheap" relative to the broader market. Companies
that have capital invested in real world plant and equipment may well be better placed than
those requiring external capital to keep growing. After many years of underinvestment, decarbonizing the
world’s energy sources, refocusing supply chains, capex and onshoring strategically important industries may
provide an improved risk/return profile to many of these traditional “value” businesses.

Will growth stocks rebound?
The chart below highlights how two years of loose monetary and fiscal policy drove speculation as P/E multiples
expanded in growth stocks, turbocharging returns on blue sky earnings projections. Now, weaker economic
growth expectations have caused growth multiples to collapse. Tighter financial conditions and reduced liquidity
are increasing the cost and decreasing the availability of capital. In this environment, we expect the focus of
managers to change from raising cheap capital and financializing balance sheets to fund growth to prudent capital
allocation to drive profitability, as well as reinvesting in their businesses’ future.

Exhibit 2: Return Decomposition of Russell 1000® Growth Index
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Source: FactSet. Monthly data as of 30 December 2005 to 30 April 2022 for the Russell 1000 Growth Index. Total returns
(gross) are in US dollars. “Dividends” series shows the impact of reinvesting dividends in the index. For informational
purposes only. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
®
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Unless inflation falls or unemployment rises quickly, the US Federal Reserve, based on their statements to date, is
unlikely to step in and support asset prices. We think a broad rebound in high-growth stocks aided by significant
multiple expansion will probably not occur under these conditions. The quality of the high-growth companies
whose stocks that have capitulated over the past six months ranges from poor to excellent. However, a change
in sentiment like the one we have just experienced has usually resulted in "the baby being thrown out with
the bathwater", or more plainly, good-quality companies being dumped along with bad ones. Some of these
businesses will recover as they continue to deliver strong growth. Our job is to attempt to identify the great ones
trading at great prices.

Conclusion
We believe a solid, potentially all-weather equity portfolio should be built around how the underlying
strategies target different drivers of equity return and an appreciation of the risk/reward profile they bring
and not on uninformed decisions. Different points in the economic cycle will provide broad headwinds or
tailwinds for each style. However value style exposures without differentiating the potential cyclical effects
across sectors may potentially lead to exposures to cyclicality and structurally challenged, or poorly managed
industries and companies.
In our view, it is not always easy to tell skill from luck, and investor psychology is usually volatile. Holding deepvalue cyclical stocks may well be an objective, but an appreciation of the return pattern that doing so provides,
is also important. While the general climate for value stocks may have improved, identifying idiosyncratic value
opportunities may provide dependable but less cyclical exposure to value opportunities and return drivers.
We feel strong fundamental analysis requires teams that look at the issues from a variety of perspectives, allowing
them to better account for the ways outside influences, from technological disruption to regulation to financial
market dynamics, affect businesses and their share prices.
The seismic shift over the past few years has been the rotation to value after substantial initial support for growth.
But the attributes that have supported each of these regimes is changing, and as we witness a rise in cross-sectional
dispersion, we believe it will not be bookends of growth or value that drive future outcomes, but rather companies
with desirable products and services, higher barriers to entry and the ability to protect their margins, allocate
capital wisely and provide good stewardship. We believe these companies will prosper, whether they fall into the
value, growth or somewhere-in-between camp.
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This material is for institutional, investment professional and qualified professional investor use only. This material should not be shared with retail investors.
In any market environment, we strongly believe that investors should stay diversified across a variety of asset classes. By working closely with your financial advisor or investment professional,
you can help ensure that your portfolio is properly diversified and that your financial strategy supports your long-term goals, time horizon and tolerance for risk.
Keep in mind that all investments carry a certain amount of risk, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. No investment strategy, including asset allocation, does not
guarantee a profit or protect against loss.
Index data source: MSCI. MSCI makes no express or implied warranties or representations and shall have no liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data contained herein. The MSCI data
may not be further redistributed or used as a basis for other indices or any securities or financial products. This report is not approved, reviewed or produced by MSCI.
Frank Russell Company ("Russell") is the source and owner of the Russell Index data contained or reflected in this material and all trademarks, service marks and copyrights related to the
Russell Indexes. Russell® is a trademark of Frank Russell Company. Neither Russell nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or omissions in the Russell Indexes and/or Russell ratings or
underlying data and no party may rely on any Russell Indexes and/or Russell ratings and/or underlying data contained in this communication. No further distribution of Russell Data is permitted
without Russell’s express written consent. Russell does not promote, sponsor or endorse the content of this communication.
Information ratio measures the consistency of a portfolio manager's performance relative to the benchmark.
The risk-free rate of return, usually shortened to the risk-free rate, is defined as 3-month US Treasury Bill or appropriate market-specific asset for non-USD portfolios..
Earnings per share (EPS) is the monetary value of earnings per outstanding share of common stock for a company.
Price-to-earnings (P/E) is the measure of share price relative to annual net income earned per share.
The MSCI AC World Growth Index measures global growth stocks.
The MSCI AC World Value Index measures global value stocks.
The Russell 1000® Growth Index measures US large-cap growth stocks.
This material is for general information purposes only, with no consideration given to the specific investment objective, financial situation and particular needs of any specific person. This
material does not constitute any promotion of or advice on MFS investment products or services. The views expressed are those of the author(s) and are subject to change at any time. These
views are for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon as a recommendation to purchase any security or as a solicitation or investment advice. Past performance or any
prediction, projection or forecast is not indicative of future performance. The information contained herein may not be copied, reproduced or redistributed without the express consent of
MFS. While reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information as at the date of publication, MFS does not give any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, and
expressly disclaims liability for any errors or omissions. Information may be subject to change without notice. MFS accepts no liability for any loss, indirect or consequential damages, arising from
the use of or reliance on this material.
Unless otherwise indicated, logos and product and service names are trademarks of MFS® and its affiliates and may be registered in certain countries.
Distributed by: U.S. - MFS Investment Management; Latin America - MFS International Ltd.; Canada - MFS Investment Management Canada Limited. No securities commission or similar
regulatory authority in Canada has reviewed this communication.
Note to UK and Switzerland readers: Issued in the UK and Switzerland by MFS International (U.K.) Limited (“MIL UK”), a private limited company registered in England and Wales with
the company number 03062718, and authorised and regulated in the conduct of investment business by the UK Financial Conduct Authority. MIL UK, an indirect subsidiary of MFS®, has
its registered office at One Carter Lane, London, EC4V 5ER. Note to Europe (ex UK and Switzerland) readers: Issued in Europe by MFS Investment Management (Lux) S.à r.l. (MFS Lux) –
authorized under Luxembourg law as a management company for Funds domiciled in Luxembourg and which both provide products and investment services to institutional investors and
is registered office is at S.a r.l. 4 Rue Albert Borschette, Luxembourg L-1246. Tel: 352 2826 12800. This material shall not be circulated or distributed to any person other than to professional
investors (as permitted by local regulations) and should not be relied upon or distributed to persons where such reliance or distribution would be contrary to local regulation; Singapore MFS International Singapore Pte. Ltd. (CRN 201228809M); Australia/New Zealand - MFS International Australia Pty Ltd (“ MFS Australia”) holds an Australian financial services licence number
485343. MFS Australia is regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission.; Hong Kong - MFS International (Hong Kong) Limited (“MIL HK”), a private limited company
licensed and regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission (the “SFC”). MIL HK is approved to engage in dealing in securities and asset management regulated activities
and may provide certain investment services to “professional investors” as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance (“SFO”).; For Professional Investors in China – MFS Financial
Management Consulting (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. 2801-12, 28th Floor, 100 Century Avenue, Shanghai World Financial Center, Shanghai Pilot Free Trade Zone, 200120, China, a Chinese limited
liability company registered to provide financial management consulting services.; Japan - MFS Investment Management K.K., is registered as a Financial Instruments Business Operator, Kanto
Local Finance Bureau (FIBO) No.312, a member of the Investment Trust Association, Japan and the Japan Investment Advisers Association. As fees to be borne by investors vary depending upon
circumstances such as products, services, investment period and market conditions, the total amount nor the calculation methods cannot be disclosed in advance. All investments involve
risks, including market fluctuation and investors may lose the principal amount invested. Investors should obtain and read the prospectus and/or document set forth in Article 37-3 of Financial
Instruments and Exchange Act carefully before making the investments.
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